Introduction
C linical reasoning is the method by which clinicians collect information about the patients' problems and develop a plan to solve the problem and manage the patients (1) (2) (3) . Clinical reasoning is a critical and high level clinical competency, and it should be acquired during medical education, and medical educators should attempt to teach this ability to medical students (4, 5) .
Although special medical care is provided by specialists, most of the general medical care is performed by general practitioners; Then, improving the ability of clinical reasoning and decision-making can play a major role in reduction of the incidence of adverse events in the clinical care and the promotion of health indicators (6) . Assessing this ability is also important; different clinical reasoning tests developed for measuring this ability include Key Features (KF), Script Concordance Test (SCT), Comprehensive Integrative Puzzle (CIP), and Clinical Reasoning Problem (CRP) (4) .
One of the tests used for assessing clinical reasoning is clinical reasoning problems (CRP). In this test, a scenario is presented, and students should choose the two diagnoses they consider most likely for the scenario; they should also mention the features of the case that are important for the correct diagnosis and indicate whether these features positively or negatively predict each diagnosis (7) (8) (9) (10) .
KF test was introduced by Bordage and Page (10); its questions focused on critical steps in clinical problem solving and may pertain to aspects that learners generally find difficult or that are necessary for the patients' management. Its focus is on the key features of diseases (4) . Several studies investigated the reliability, generalizability, construct , and predictive validity of the KF test (11) .
SCT was introduced by Bernard Charlin in 2000 (12, 13) . In SCT, a short patient scenario ensues with three questions. Every scenario has three columns, which include diagnostic hypothesis, new clinical finding, and scale from −2 to +2 (4, 12, 13) . Scoring in this test is according to an expert panel answering the question (4, 12) .
Another clinical reasoning test is the CIP Test that introduced Case and Swanson for assessing clinical reasoning in routine situations (14, 15) . This test was developed according to illness script theory (16) . CIP is a kind of pattern recognition test such that its format is similar to extended matching test (14, 17) .
Each of the clinical reasoning tests measures a different aspect in the clinical reasoning domain. Sometimes, it seems necessary to measure all abilities by using all the above-mentioned tests.
In this study, we evaluated the reliability of combining various clinical reasoning tests (SCT, KF, CIP, and CRP) in one national exam. We also evaluated the correlation between these tests and the total score of the exam.
Methods
A total number of 339 high rank medical students from 60 medical schools participated in a national exam named Medical Olympiad. The ninth Medical Olympiad was held in Tehran, Iran, in Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences under the direct supervision of the Ministry of Health and Medical Education in summer 2017.
An expert group with members from all Iranian medical schools developed a question bank of specialized clinical reasoning test items in Internal medicine, General Surgery, Pediatrics, Obstetrics, and Gynecology. The expert group designed a combination of four types of clinical reasoning tests to assess the clinical reasoning based on the methodology described in former articles (8, 10, 13, 16, (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) .
Fifteen experts (the expert panel) in the fields of Internal medicine, Surgery, Pediatric, Obstetrics, and Gynecologists were asked to answer the tests without using textbooks or consulting with each other. Then, each answer was weighted according to their scores.
In each KF test, a case was described and subsequently followed by 16 questions. Students would choose four correct answers for each KF test. The answers were weighted by the expert panel's (answers to the same questions). To increase the discriminating power, we calculated the partial credit score (18, (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) .
To measure clinical data interpretation in illdefined cases, we presented the clinical situations as vignette cases that did not include all the data necessary to provide a diagnosis. Then, a series of related items with different formats (diagnosis, investigation, or treatment) in three parts were designed. The first part included a clinical scenario or hypothesis, the second part succinctly gave more information (clinical or paraclinical data) that might have positive or negative effects on the first, and the third part was a 5-point Likert scale type. SCT was introduced by Bernard Charlin in 2000 (12, 13) . In it, a short patient scenario follows three questions. Every scenario has three columns, which include diagnostic hypothesis, new clinical finding, and scale from −2 to +2 (1, 12, 13) . Scoring in this test was according to the expert panel's answers to the question (1, 12, 15) .
The CRP tests were scored based on the binary method in which the correct answer had one score, and the wrong answer had zero score. By using the summative method, the total score (sum of the scores of questions) was calculated (9) .
In this test, the answers were not weighted, and a combination of items in four parts (patient's history, physical examination, paramedic(s) and treatment) was considered as the correct answer. CIP scores were calculated from the answers given by the reference panel. For each of the four columns, four correct responses out of 4 (4/4) questions were graded as 100%, 3/4 as 75%, 2/4 as 50%, and 1/4 was graded as 0%, respectively. The grade of the CIP exam was determined by the sum of grades (15) .
The total exam score obtained by the summation of four test scores; each test accounted for 25 percent of the total score. The total score was 240, and each test score was 60.
Data analysis was performed using SPSS software version 21. Mean scores of SCT, CRP, KF, and CIP were expressed using descriptive statistics. Reliability was calculated using Cronbach's alpha. Spearman's correlation coefficient was used to evaluate the correlation between the score of each clinical reasoning test and the total score. Student t-test was used to measure the difference between the scores of male and female students. The significance level was considered <0.05.
Results
Reliability was calculated through Cronbach's alpha for the combination of tests, which was 0.815. The reliability of KF was 0.81, and this measure was 0.76 for SCT, 0.80 for CRP, and 0.92 for CIP. 56% of the participants were female (190), while 149 (44 %) people were male. The mean total score was 169.92±41.54 from 240, and the total mean scores of female and male students were 164.87±42.85 and 176.353±9.01, respectively. Table 1 shows clinical reasoning subsets scores according to gender. Male students obtained better total scores than female students, and this difference was statistically significant (P<0.001). Table 2 shows the correlation between each of the clinical reasoning and total score. According to this Table, all of the correlations were significant (P=0.001). The highest correlation (0.887) was between the CIP score and total score, and the lowest correlation (0.473) was between CRP and SCT.
Discussion
Clinical reasoning is a cognitive process for the diagnosis of the patient problem, and it has an important role in clinical problem solving and patient management (1, 2, 19) . Good assessment methods for measuring this ability are important to determine weak points in this field and try to improve this ability (4) . There are various methods for assessing this ability, including PT, KF, SCT, and CRP (19, 20) . Clinical reasoning assessment methods addressed the underlying construct of the clinical reasoning process and focused on specific sub-tasks, such as data gathering, activating diagnostic hypotheses, and prioritizing diagnostic alternatives (19) . This study was designed and implemented to evaluate the reliability of the combination test of clinical reasoning (SCT, KF, PT, and CRP), and the correlation between the score of each test and with the total score.
The reliability of combination of these four tests was excellent and equal to 0.815. Amini et 0.803** 0.631** 0.885** 0.887** **Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) al. in their study used four methods of clinical reasoning (KF, SCT, CRP, and CIP) and reported the reliability 0.91 for a combination of the tests (15) . Khsohbaten et al. in their study used four methods of clinical reasoning (KF, Scenario, CRP, and puzzle); the combined reliability was equal to 0.86 (21) . KF reliability in this article was 0.81; previous studies reported the different range of reliability for the KF: 0.75-0.95 (1, 15, 20, (22) (23) (24) . A good reliability range for SCT was 0.7 to 0.8 (25) (26) (27) ; the present study showed the reliability of 0.76 for SCT. CRP reliability in this article was 0.81; previous studies reported a different range of reliability for the CRP: 0.72 (9), 0.61 (8), 0.83 (7) . However, acceptable reliability for CIP was 0.43-0.73 with a mean of 0.60 (28) . The reliability of CIP in the Amini et al.'s study was 0.91 (15) ; the reliability of CIP in the present study was similar to Amini et al.'s (15) results and was equal to 0.92.
In this study, the highest and lowest mean scores were related to CIP and SCT, respectively. These results are contrary to Amini et al.'s study that the highest and lowest mean scores were related to KF and CRP, respectively (15) . In Groves et al.'s study, there was a clear difference between the CRP and SCT means (8) . The evaluation of the relationship between gender and the scores of the sub-tests and the total score showed that male participants in all four subsets had a higher score than the female participants; the highest and lowest difference was related to CRP and SCT subset, respectively.
In this study, we investigated each clinical reasoning test and the total score; the correlation between each of the clinical reasoning tests and the total score was positive. SCT examined the degree of coherence between the panel judgment of experts and student responses (1, 29) , and it was suitable for assessing the depth and breadth of the students' knowledge. Therefore, it focuses on the structure and organization of the knowledge base (12) . The main emphasis was on assessing the students' ability to evaluate the diagnostic assumptions by providing new information (13); although CRP and SCT assess data interpretation, clinical reasoning assessment using CRP test provided a more comprehensive vignette by assessing individual ability in the generation of diagnostic hypothesis and information synthesis, as well as data interpretation (8) . On this basis, we expected the correlation between the SCT and CRP to be low; the result of the present study verified this assumption. Therefore, the lowest correlation was related to the correlation between CRP and SCT.
The philosophy of developing the KF test is solving a clinical problem (15) . The results of this study showed that the correlation between each clinical reasoning test and the total score was positive, and it was above 0.473. The highest correlation between the subsets was related to that between CRP and KF. CIP was developed based on illness script theory (16) , and it is a kind of pattern recognition (14, 17) . The scoring system for CIP is not dependent on experts' panel judgment and each puzzle has definite answers. Therefore, we expected the high correlation between CIP and other subsets. Results of the present study showed that positive and high correlation existed between CIP and each of the other clinical reasoning tests (CRP, SCT, KF).
We expected a high correlation between the total score and all of the clinical reasoning tests that confirmed our expectation by results. The findings of this study and other studies that used combination methods suggested that using different and complementary methods of assessing clinical reasoning provided a more detailed and qualitative evaluation than either clinical reasoning assessment method alone (8) .
The strength of the present study is that the study is a national study that was done by the participation of all medical students from all over the country. The limitation of the present study was the fact that data were gathered from top students that may not be a good representative of all medical students.
Conclusion
The combination of different clinical reasoning tests will be a reliable method for measuring clinical reasoning ability in high stake examinations. The use of combination of these clinical reasoning tests is recommended for high stake examinations in medical schools.
